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• Z	=	√	R2 +	(XL - XC)2
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Discharge Voltage (BOB): 5V/div(ac)
Anode Voltage: 5V/div(ac)
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Simulation	Results
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1. Minimize length Low complexity Limited by test setup
2. Twisted / braided wires Low complexity Limited effectiveness
Impacts harness design (flexibility and cost)





Mechanical, thermal and vacuum impacts on capacitor
Can impact discharge output filter design
4. Coaxial cable Low inductance Difficult to implement for high power
Limited flexibility




Difficult to implement in spacecraft
• Parallel-plate	busbar was	implemented	in	VF-5	and	VF-6	at	NASA	GRC
- Inductance	was	reduced	to	<	20	nH/m	
- The	4.5	m	busbar in	VF-6	has	only	90	nH inductance	or	4.4%	of	a	typical	twisted-wire	harness
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Conclusion
• The	primary	cause	of	discharge	voltage	oscillations	is	the	voltage	drop	generated	by	high	
frequency	discharge	current	oscillations	flowing	through	the	finite	impedance	of	the	
electrical	harness
• The	inductance	of	the	discharge	harness	must	be	minimized	to	reduce	voltage	oscillations
• Increasing	the	discharge	filter	capacitor	is	not	an	effective	method	to	reduce	voltage	ripple
• A	simple	lumped	element	model	can	be	used	to	predict	discharge	voltage	oscillations	if	
high	frequency	discharge	current	components	are	included
• Inductance	can	be	reduced	using	several	techniques
• For	testing	in	vacuum	facilities,	a	parallel-plate	busbar was	effective	and	easy	to	implement
• Discharge	voltage	ripple	does	not	impact	thruster	performance	
• Other	possible	impacts	still	require	investigation
